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Abstract 
In this pa per we deal with coding and drawing partial orders in a most economical way. 
Dimension theory provides us with the framework for this. In the restricted class of partial 
orders of dimension two, we define compacting rules on grids and give a linear time algorithm 
to find a minimal surface drawing of an order. We also provide an O(lP/*) time algorithm that 
computes the minimal square grid into which such an order P can be embedded: this corresponds 
to finding the smallest k such that the k-dimension is 2. 
1. Introduction 
When considering partial orders drawing and encoding are two immediate problems. 
As far as drawing is concerned, recent papers have studied the issue of drawing orders 
in a most economical way: different criteria have been defined for drawing “good” 
diagrams in a grid (see [ 1,5]). 
The use of grid structures for drawing was first motivated by problems in circuit 
layout and VLSI applications. Recently, Skorsky [6,9] used line diagrams of distribu- 
tive lattices as underlying grid structures. In order to obtain a drawing of an arbitrary 
lattice, this lattice is embedded into a distributive lattice drawn with a grid structure. 
They describe two ways of constructing such an embedding. The first way consists in 
constructing a cover to preserve the embedding of graded lattices, but this technique 
does not seem to give results since for many lattices such an embedding does not ex- 
ist. Their second technique is to embed this lattice in the smallest hypercube; this 
corresponds to finding the 2-dimension of the lattice which is known to be NP- 
complete [ 111. 
Let P be a partial order of dimension t. Then P can be naturally embedded in a 
product of t chains of length IPI, which is also a grid structure. This embedding takes 
t * log IPI * IPI P s ace memory (see [4]). But it is not the smallest grid of dimension 
t into which P can be embedded. To find the smallest grid of the same dimension 
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it is necessary to solve the “k-dimension problem”: find the smallest k such that the 
dimension of P is equal to the k-dimension of P. The k-dimension corresponds to an 
optimization of the space memory used by such a partial order; that is t * log k * IPI. 
In this paper, two-dimensional posets are considered, and we link the problem of 
finding a smallest grid with that of computing an optimal encoding. Let an embedding 
be called surface optimal when no other embedding can be drawn in a smaller rectangle 
(or surface), and square minimal when no other embedding can be drawn in a smaller 
square (it then realizes the k-dimension). The main result we prove in this paper is 
the following theorem. 
Main Theorem. Let P be a two-dimensional poset given by its modular decomposition 
tree with a realizer of each prime node. Then there exists an algorithm that computes 
l a surface optimal embedding in 0( IPI) time. 
l a square minimal embedding in 0(IP12) time. 
We will introduce this result through an initial example. Two-dimensional orders can 
have a planar drawing or an embedding in a grid as follows: 
x < y if and only if y is drawn up and/or to the right of x. 
Let P be a two-dimensional poset and a realizer of P. Then there exists a natural 
embedding of P in a IP( x JPI grid obtained from the realizer (see Fig. l(b)): this 
embedding leads to a 2 * 4 * 10 bits encoding. Obviously, there can be many ways of 
drawing an order in a grid. Fig. l(c) is an alternative embedding from which we can 
construct a 2 * 3 * 10 bits encoding. Can we do better? By the main theorem, there 
exists a 5 * 5 square minimal embedding and a 7 * 3 surface optimal embedding. 
This paper is organized as follows. 
After a preliminary section, in Section 3 we will study the embeddings that can be 
obtained from a given realizer by simple compacting rules, and provide linear time 
algorithms to do so. 
h 
b e h 
(a) An order (b) A grid 10 x 10 (c) A grid 6 x 4 
Fig. 1. An example of embedding an order in a grid. 
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Section 4 recalls that if a two-dimensional order is prime it has a unique realizer. 
Linked with the result from Section 3 it means that minimizing the embedding for 
prime two-dimensional orders is easy. We then deal with the general case. We use the 
modular decomposition tree of an order to prove that finding a relevant realizer for 
a two-dimensional order comes to choosing an orientation for each prime order that 
appears in the modular decomposition tree. 
In Section 5 we prove the above stated main theorem. We provide algorithms that 
given the modular decomposition tree of P, find a surface optimal embedding in 0( IPI) 
time, and a square minimal embedding in O(lP[‘) time. 
2. Preliminaries 
A partially ordered set P=(X, <p) is a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary 
relation on a set X. We denote by <p the strict ordering associated with P. 
Two distinct elements x and y are said to be comparable if x <p y or y <P x. 
Otherwise, they are said to be incomparable (denoted by xjly). We say that y covers 
x iff x cp y and there is no z such that x <p z <p y. A subset M of X is called a 
module of P, if Vx,, y E M, ‘$z E X\A4, x <p z implies y <p z and z <p x implies 
z <PY. 
Let P and Q be posets. A map e: P + Q is said to be an embedding when x <p y 
iff e(x) bp e(y). The product of two posets P and Q is the partial order over the 
elements of P x Q such that (xi,yi) d (x~,y2) if xi <pxz and yl <e ~2. 
The dimension of P denoted by dim(P), is the smallest positive integer t for which 
P can be embedded in K’ (i.e. K’ is the product of t chains of length IPI). The 
k-dimension of P denoted by dimk(P) is defined in the same way, with the length of 
chains bounded by a constant k > 2. (For more details on the k-dimension see Trotter’s 
book [ 121). 
If dim(P) = t then there exists an embedding e of P, e: P + kl x . . . x k,, where 
e(x) = (ei(x), ..,et(x)) andx+y iff ei(x)< ei(y) VlGidt. 
We will in the sequel only consider embeddings into chains products, and as we 
will limit ourselves to two-dimensional orders, we will add the following notations: 
For any embedding e, e(x) = (ei(x), ez(x)) with k,(e) = Card{i Ix E X, ei (x) = i} 
and k2(e) = Card{i Ix E X, e*(x) = i}. 
An embedding given in this way can be drawn on a kl(e) x k2(e) grid, with for 
each x E P, cl(x) is the abscissa of x and e2(x) its ordinate. 
A total ordering z = xi , . . . ,xn of P is a linear extension if x <p y implies x <r y. 
If P is a two-dimensional poset then there exists two linear extensions (ri, ~2) such 
that x -+ y iff z,(x) < zi(y) and rz(x) < zz(y), where ri(x) is the index of x in 
ri. Such a pair (zi, ~2) is called a realizer of P. Checking whether a given partial 
order is two-dimensional is polynomial. Spinrad [lo] gives an O(n’) algorithm that 
does so by computing the modular decomposition tree of P (see formal definition in 
Section 4), and computing a realizer of P from this tree when P is of dimension 2. 
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We will thus consider a two-dimensional order as given by its modular decomposition 
tree T. 
Let r be a linear extension of P. Two consecutive vertices of T, xi and xj+i are 
separated by a jump when xi and xi+1 are incomparable in P, otherwise they are 
separated by a bump. The number of jumps in r is denoted by j(r). 
Let us now give our basic definitions concerning embeddings. 
Definition 1. Let e be an embedding of P. A map e’ can be obtained by applying one 
of the following rules to e (see Fig. 2): 
1. e -+“i e’ i.e. Vy E X such that ei(y)aei(x), e{(y) = cl(y) - (l,O). 
2. e -+X2 e’ i.e. ‘v’y E X such that ez(y)>ez(x), e;(y) = ez(y) - (0,l). 
Lemma 1. Let e be an embedding of P. Then the map e’ obtained from e using the 
rule i is an embedding of P if and only if the condition i is satis$ed: 
1. 3y E X such that 
l cl(y) = cl(x) and ez(y) < e2(x), or 
l e,(y) = cl(x) - 1 and ez(y)2ez(x). (see Fig. 3(a)). 
2. jZ!y E X such that 
l ez(y) = 4x) and cl(y) < cl(x), or 
l e2(y) = e2(x) - 1 and el(y)ael(x>. (see Fig. 3(b)). 
Proof. It can easily be derived from Fig. 3: the light shaded sections must be empty 
to avoid changing comparabilities. 0 
Remark. The transformation 1,2 are embedding compacting, in the sense that if e’ is 
obtained from e using the rule 1 or 2 then ki(e’)dkt(e) and kz(e’)<kz(e). 
Fig. 2. Rule 1 applied to an embedding. 
Fig. 3. The schemes corresponding to the different conditions. 
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Definition 2. Let P be a two-dimensional poset, an embedding e of P is normal if 
VX,~EX ei(x)#ei(y) and ci(x)<jPI, i E (1, 2}, an d compact if there is no embedding 
e’ such that e +yi e’, x E X, i E { 1, 2). 
From a realizer (ri , 72) of P, we can have a unique normal embedding e of P as 
follows: 
Vx E X,ei(x) = ri(x) and e2(x) = Q(X). 
This yields that the set of all realizers of P is in one-to-one correspondance with the 
set of normal embeddings of P. Clearly, to each realizer (ri, Q) corresponds a dual 
realizer (r2,r1). This induces a dual embedding (i.e. a change of coordinates). 
Definition 3. An embedding e is compatible with (TI,T~) iff ri(X) < ri(y) implies 
Q(x)Qei(JJ), 4 y E X i E (1, 2). 
The compatibility relation will be central in the following, as it is the obvious link 
between embeddings, hence grids, and realizers. 
3. Computing embeddings from realizers 
In this section we will give an algorithm that computes any compact embedding 
compatible with a given realizer. To do so we will define a restriction of partial orders 
that has a unique compact embedding compatible with any realizer, and construct from 
this the compact embeddings of the original order. 
Proposition 1. Given any embedding e of P, there exists a unique realizer (71, ~2) of 
P with which e is compatible. 
Proof. Existence: ~1 is the lexicographic ordering of e by ri(x) < rl( y) iff ei(x> < 
e](y) or (ei(x) = ei(y) and ez(x) < ez(y)). And zz(x) < Q(Y) iff &) < ez(y) or 
(4x) = e2(y) and ei(x) < ei(v)). 
Unicity: Take a realizer (r{, r$), another different realizer compatible with e. Then, 
there exists x # y two incomparable elements in P such that ri(x) < ri(y) and 
r;(x) > T{(Y). 
zl(x) <z,(Y) implies el(x)<el(y) and r:(x) > r{(y) impkes el(x)>el(y). 
This implies ei(x) = e,(y). 
But. we also have 
72(x) > 72(y) implies ez(x)>ez(y) and 7:(x) < 7:(y) implies ez(x)<ez(y). 
That yields e2(x) = ez(y), but then x = y, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2. Compatibility is preserved under the rules 1 and 2. 
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Proof. Conditions 1 and 2 ensure us that the lexicographic orders induced by e and 
e’ are equal when e +f e’, i E { 1, 2). 0 
Normal embeddings correspond to realizers. The interesting point of compact em- 
beddings is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. For any embedding e there exists a compact embedding 
kl(e’)dkl(e) and kz(e’)<kz(e). 
ef such that 
Proof. If e is not compact then apply rules 1 or 2 until obtaining a compact embedding. 
It has necessarily a smaller size. 0 
If there is a one-to-one correspondance between realizers and normal embeddings, 
this is not so with compact embeddings of P (see Fig. 4). 
Example 2. The chain of four elements a, b, c, d has a unique normal embedding (see 
Fig.4(a)), but eight different compatible compact embeddings (see Figs.4(b) and 4(c) 
for two of them). 
Yet the above example induces the only “pathological” case. To prove this let us 
define: 
Definition 4. Let P be any partial order. 
l P is said Chain-Free if it does not contain any two element chain which is a module. 
l Open(P) = {y E X such that 3, y covers x and they form a module}. 
Remark. If x is in Open(P) then both conditions 1 and 2 hold. But if rule 1 (resp. 2) 
is used then Condition 2 (resp. 1) no more holds (see Fig. 5). Open(P) can be com- 
puted easily by reading any realizer of P. Indeed an element belongs to Open(P) iff 
it has the same predecessor in both linear extensions of the realizer. 
Lemma 4. Let (~1~2) be a realizer of a two-dimensional poset P. Let xi and xi+1 
be two consecutive elements in ~1 (resp. ~2) separated by a jump. Then for any em- 
bedding e compatible with (z~,zz), we have el(xi) < el(xi+l) (resp. ez(xi) < ez(xi+l)). 
Proof. If xi and xi+1 are separated by a jump in ri then they are incomparable and 
z2(Xi) > ~2(Xi+l>. 
Since e is compatible with (rl,zz), we have 
el(Xi)Gel(xi+l> 
and 
e2(Xi) d e2(Xi+l>. 
If one of the inequalities is not strict then xi and xi+1 are comparable. A contradiction. 
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C 
a lsl!l 
b 
a b c d 
l 
(a) A normal embedding (b) A 4 x 1 embedding (c) 
Fig. 4. Two differents compact embeddings. 
Fig. 5. x is an open element. 
Thus an embedding such that for all j E { 1, 2) 
l ej(xi+l) = ej(xi) if xi and xi+1 are separated by a bump in Tj, 
l ej(xi+l) = ej(xi) + 1 if Xi and .x~+I are separated by a jump in Tj, 
l ej(Xl) = 1 
is necessarily compatible with (T,,zz), compact and unique. 
Algorithm 1: Compact; 
Data: A realizer (z~,Q) of a chain-free two-dimensional poset P. 
Result: A compact embedding e(P) 
begin 
Let 21 = {xl , . . . . x,}. Let ~2 = {y,, . . . . y,}. 
el(xl> + 1; 
e2(yl) +- 1; 
kl +- 1; 
k2 +- 1; 
for i =2 to IPI do 
{ Is there a jump between xi and xi-1 in ~1) 
if T2(xi_l) > zz(xi) then 
kl + kl + 1; 
{ Is there a jump between y1 and yi-1 in ~2) 
if Tl(yi_l) > zl(yi) then 
kz+-kz+l; 
el (xi) + kl; 
ez(yi) + h; 
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Theorem 1. Let P be a chain-free two-dimensional poset and (71, ~2) a realizer of P. 
Then Algorithm 1 computes the unique compatible compact embedding e in O(jPI). 
Furthermore, k,(e)=j(zl) + 1 and kz(e)=j(Tz) + 1. 
Proof. Let us first prove that Algorithm 1 computes an embedding e: 
It suffices to prove that: 
1. x < py + e(x) < e(y), and 
2. xlly * (ei(x) < ei(v) and e2(-x) > ez(y)) or (cl(x) > cl(v) and Q(X) < ez(y)). 
1. Let x < Py. As y is to the right of x in both linear extensions, it follows that 
Vi E { 1, 2}, ei(x)<ei(y). 
Suppose now e(x) = e(y) then both in ri and 72, x and y are separated only by 
bumps. So the elements between x and y in zi are also between x and y in t2 and vice 
versa. It is easy to see that this defines a chain which is a module. This contradicts 
the fact that P is chain-free. 
2. If x and y are incomparable in P then suppose,without loss of generality, that 
rl(x) < rl(y) and z2(x) > Q(Y). So there is at least one jump between x and y in 71, 
and between y and x in ~2. Thus, by the inner loop (incrementing ki for each jump) 
ei(x) < ei(y) and c&x) > cz(y). 
By Lemma 4, e is the unique compact embedding compatible with (71, 72). 
The algorithm runs in linear time since testing comparablity can be done in constant 
time with the given realizer. 
Let us finally show that ki(e) =j(ri) + 1, j E { 1, 2). If there is a jump between 
xi and xi+1 then ej(xi+i) = ej(xi) + 1. If there is a bump between Xi and Xi+1 then 
f?j(Xi+l)=ej(Xi). 0 
Now let P be a two-dimensional poset with Open(P) not empty. It is easy to see 
that each element of Open(P) has a choice between the rules 1 and 2. But if Rule 1 
is chosen then Rule 2 cannot take place and vice versa. We will prove that when each 
element is assigned to one choice, we obtain a unique compatible compact embedding. 
For any order P one can associate a chain-free partial order CF(P) by deleting the 
elements in Open(P) from P. 
Lemma 5. To any realizer (zl,z2) of CF(P) corresponds a unique realizer (z~,$) of 
P such that Zi = z! \Open(P =), i E { 1,2}. 
Proof. Let (~1 , 72) be a realizer of CF(P). Then a realizer of P can be constructed in 
only one way: that is by inserting the elements Open(P) in (ri,~). An easy contra- 
diction argument shows that there is only one way to do so. 0 
Proposition 2. Let P be a two-dimensional poset and e be the unique compact em- 
bedding compatible with a realizer (z~,zz) of CF(P). Then, for all a,/3 such that 
ct + /I = /Open(P there exists a compact embedding e’ compatible with the corre- 
sponding realizer of P such that kl(e’) = kl(e) + CI and kz(e’) = k2(e) + B. 
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Proof. Clearly, ki(e) =j(ri) + 1 and kz(e) =j(rz) + 1. From Lemma 5 we have a 
unique realizer for P. Thus, let x E Open(P) such that (y,x) forms a bump in zi. It 
is easy to see that (v,x) forms a bump in ~2. So, we cannot apply rules 1 and 2 
to x. Thus, we can apply only one rule to x. This is true for all x in Open(P). So 
if we apply u times rule 2 and /3 times rule 1 this leads to an embedding e’ with 
ki(e’) = k,(e) + CI and kz(e’) = k2(e) + j?. 0 
Corollary 1. Let P be a two-dimensional poset and (~1, ~2) a realizer of P. Let e be 
a compact embedding compatible with (z~,q) then there exists an instantiation of 
CHOICE such that Algorithm 2 computes e in O(lPl). 
Algorithm 2: Compact-open(array CHOICE); 
{ CHOZCE[x] = 1 or 2 if x E Open(P) otherwise 0). 
Data: A realizer (~1, ~2) of two-dimensional poset P. 
Result: A compact embedding e(P) of size kl x k2. 
begin 
Let ri = {xi ,..., xn}. Let r2 = {ri,..., y,}. 
ei(xi) + 1; 
e2C.m) + 1; 
k, +- 1; 
k2 + 1; 
for i = 2 to IPI do 
if (Z2(Xi_l) > Tz(xi)) or CHOZCE[xi] = 2 then 
kl + kl + 1; 
if (Zl(yi_1) > Tl(yi)) or CHOZCE[yi] = 1 then 
k2+-k2+1; 
el(xi) + kl; 
ez(yi) +- k2; 
end 
4. Computing embeddings from the modular decomposition tree 
In this section we will show that since prime orders are chain-free, the computation 
of the compact embeddings is easy. We will then relate the embeddings of an order 
with the embeddings of the prime nodes appearing in the modular decomposition tree: 
this will allow us to state a decomposition theorem that computes the size of any 
compact embedding of the order from the sizes of the compact embeddings of the 
prime nodes in the modular decomposition tree. 
Let P be a chain-free two-dimensional poset. P is said to be prime if every module 
is trivial, i.e. P or a one element poset. 
Lemma 6. Let P be a prime two-dimensional poset. Then P is chain-free. 
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It has been proved that prime two-dimensional posets have a unique realizer and its 
dual (see [S]). 
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 6, we can easily deduce the following result. 
Corollary 2. Let P be a prime two-dimensional poset. Then there exists exactly two 
compact embeddings of P. Call e and e’ these embeddings then k,(e) = kz(e’) and 
kz(e) = kl(e’). 
Hence, if P is prime, both compact embeddings of P are surface optimal and square 
minimal. Algorithm 1 gives us in linear time these two embeddings. 
Now, let P be any two-dimensional chain-free poset. The substitution decomposition 
can be stated as follows (see [7] for more details about substitution decomposition). 
We denote by P = Qo,,,...,., Ql”“‘Qm the partial order P resulting from substituting the elements 
ai of QO by the associated partial order Qi, i E { 1,. . . , m}. 
For each partial order P, one of the following cases applies] 
1. P = {x}, one-element poset (Leaf). 
2. P = Qo$l,;::;e where QO is an antichain (Parallel node). 
3. P = Q0f29~,;::;5 where Qa is a chain (Series node). 
4. P = Qo~l,:::l’~ where Qo is a prime poset (Prime node). 
These four cases are mutually exclusive if IQ0 12 2 and are used to represent any 
partial order in a canonical modular decomposition tree T which is unique. 
Property 1. Given a realizer of each prime node, a realizer (~1, ~2) of P can be 
computed from the tree as follows: if T is a 
1. Leaf x then (21,~~) = (x,x). 
2. Series node with Ql, . . , Qm its sons and (zi, zi) the realizer of Qi, i E { 1,. . . , m} 
then (ZI,ZZ) = (z~~..z~,z~.~.z~). 
3. Parallel node with Ql , . . . , Qm its sons and (z’,,zi) the realizer of Qi, i E 
{I,..., m} then (~l,tz) = (7,’ ..-~y,$...ti). 
4. Prime node QO with Qt, . . . , Qm its sons and (z\,zi) the realizer of Qi, i t 
{I,..., m} and (z’,,zi) a realizer of Qo. Then (zl,zz) is obtained by subtitution of ai 
by of in ~‘1 and by 7; in 7;. 
This property leads to the construction of a realizer of P in O(lPI) time as the 
size of the modular decomposition tree is linear. Furthermore, El-Zahar and Sauer [2] 
have proved that maximal modules appear consecutively in the linear extension of 
any realizers of a two-dimensional order. Hence, Property 1 gives the only way of 
constructing a realizer. 
’ Notice that classical definitions define a single node as prime. For clarity we have prefered to consider 
them as a separate case. 
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Thus, any realizer of P can be obtained using the two following operations: 
1. Permutation of the sons of a parallel node, or 
2. Choosing an orientation for the prime nodes, that is taking the unique realizer or 
its dual. 
Decomposition Theorem. Let T be the modular decomposition tree of a chain-free 
two-dimensional poset P, with {PI, . . . , P,,) its prime nodes. Then P can have a com- 
pact embedding in KI x K2 if and only if there exists ei an embedding of Pi, i E 
{l,..., n} such that 
K1 =Fkl(ei)+ IPI - l+s 
i=l 
and 
K2 = 5 kz(ei) + IPI - 1+ s, 
r=l 
where I is the number of the sons of prime and series nodes and s the number of 
series nodes. 
Proof. We first prove that the condition is necessary by induction on the modular 
decomposition tree T. If P = {x} then 1 = s = 0 and we are done. 
If P = Qo~l,:::;a~, where Qo is a prime poset. Suppose by structural induction that 
the theorem is true for all subtrees of T. Then there exists ei a compact embedding of 
Qi such that Yj E { 1, 2) and i E [l..m] kj(e() = Cp, primeofe, k,(eh) + IQil - li + si, 
where li is the number of the sons of prime and series nodes and si the number of 
series nodes in the subtree with root Qi. 
Now let e be the compact embedding obtained by Algorithm 1 from (~1, ~2) where 
rj is the linear extension obtained as in Property 1 (4). It follows 
kj(e)=j(rj) + 1 by Theorem 1, 
= Lz_j(ri) + 1 by Property l(4), 
= ,t kj(eI) - m by Theorem 1, 
= Z? kj(ei) + 5 IQi] - ( 2 = li + m) + g s; by induction 
i=l i=l i=l 
= 2 kj(ei) + IPI - 1 + S. 
i=l 
The two remaining cases (series and parallel nodes) are treated in a similar way. 
The unicity of the modular decomposition tree, Proposition 1 and Property 1 ensure 
us that there is no other way of computing a compact embedding of P. 0 
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Corollary 3. Let (T,, ~2) be a realizer of a chain-free two-dimensional poset P and e 
a compact embedding of P compatible with (zI,z~). Then any realizer obtained from 
(z,,zz) using only permutation of the sons of a parallel node leads to a compact 
embedding e’ such that kt(e’) = k,(e) and kz(e’) = kz(e). 
Proof. In the decomposition theorem parallel nodes do not intervene. Hence the result. 
0 
Property 2. Let P be a series-parallel poset. Then any compact embedding of P is 
a square. 
Proof. By the decomposition theorem and the fact that series-parallel posets do not 
contain prime nodes, we obtain for this class all embeddings in IPI - If = s x IPI - l+s. 
Corollary 4. All compact embeddings have the same grid perimeter, that is 2 * 
{cy=, kl(ei)+C:=, k2(ei)+2*(ICF(P)I - I+s-2)+ lOpen(P)l}. For a one-element 
poset, we consider that the perimeter is 0. 
Thus, the only way to change the size of a compact embedding is by choosing a 
different orientation of the prime nodes. 
5. Application to minimal square and surface optimal embeddings 
In this part, we aim to give methods that compute the best embedding of a given 
two-dimensional poset. It remains to be seen what we call a best: in Jourdan et al. [5] 
the best embedding is the most economical one to draw, or, in Habib and Nourine [4] 
is the most economical (space memory) one to encode. Graphically an embedding 
is a picture on a grid, whose parameters are precisely kl and kz, width and length 
of the rectangle in which e can be drawn. By Lemma 3 it appears that one does 
not lose generality when facing economy issues with compact embeddings only, and 
by the above Corollary 4 the perimeter of the rectangle is constant for all compact 
embeddings, hence is not the best criterion to consider. We will consider two better 
criteria, namely the smallest surface and the smallest square. 
Formally, an embedding e of a poset P is surface optimal if for any other embedding 
e’ of P, we have 
h(e) * kz(e)<kl(e’) * kz(e’). 
An embedding e is square minimal if for any other embedding e’ of P, we have 
Ma(ki(e), Me)) <MMki(e’), k2(e’)). 
But as the perimeter is fixed and both axes play symmetrical roles, we have the two 
basic arithmetic results. 
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Proposition 3. Let e be an embedding of P. Then 
l e is surface optimal if for any other embedding e’ of P, we have k,(e) < kl(e’). 
a e is square minimal if for any other embedding e’ of P, we have Ikl(e) - k*(e)1 < 
Ikl(e’) - kz(e’)I. 
From the previous sections, the following general algorithm computes a best embed- 
ding, given a modular decomposition tree T where each prime node in T is given by 
one of its two realizers. 
The array FLZP[ l..n] of boolean, where n is the number of prime nodes is defined 
at step 3 and used in step 4 as follows: 
Each prime node fl is given by a realizer; if FLZP[i] = true then replace this realizer 
by its dual. 
It remains to be said how to fill in FLIP and CHOICE. This will be done in the 
next two propositions. 
Proposition 4. To obtain a surface optimal embedding it is sufficient to choose 
FLZP[i] = true if kl(ei) > kz(ei) for each prime P and CHOZCE[x] = 1 for each 
x E Open(P). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 3. 0 
General Algorithm; 
Data: 
l A modular decomposition tree T of a two-dimensional poset P. 
l A realizer of each prime node. 
Result: An optimal embedding. 
begin 
(1) Compute Open(P) and the modular decomposition tree T’ of CF(P). 
(2) For each prime node fl of T’ compute by Algorithm 1 the unique compact 
embedding ei; the result ki(ei) for all j E { 1, 2). 
(3) Compute CHOZCE[x] for all x E Open(P), and FLZP[i] such that fi is a prime 
node in T’. 
(4) Compute a realizer (r’,,ri) of CF(P) according to FLIP. 
(5) Construct the corresponding realizer (ri,rz) of P. 
(6) Compute by Algorithm 2 the unique compact embedding e according to CHOICE. 
end 
Proposition 5. Algorithm 3 computes FLIP and CHOZCE for a minimal square 
embedding. 
Proof. Part one of the algorithm depends for correctness on the algorithm proposed by 
Garey and Johson ([3] p. 90) to solve PARTITION. It finishes with Partition[n,j] = 
true iff there exists a partition of {PI, . . . , P,,} into two classes Ci and C2 such that 
c p,Ec, D[il = CpzEc2 D[il +_i. 
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The second part of the algorithm computes effectively an instantiation of these two 
classes for a smallest difference. The first class will be marked by FLIP = false, the 
second one by FLIP = true. 
Algorithm 3: MinimalSquareEmbedding; 
Data: 
l kj(ei), j E (1, 2},i E [l..n] for each prime node 4. 
0 Open(P). 
Result: 
l An array FLIP[ 1 ..n] of boolean. 
l An array CHOZCE[l..IPI] of (0, 1, 2) initialized to 0. 
begin 
Vi E [l..n] D[i] +- kl(ei) - kz(ei); 
Ma + Cy=, lD[ilI; 
Let Partition be an array[l..n, -Max._Mx] of boolean 
initialized to false; 
Purtition[ 1, D[ l]] t true; 
Purtition[ 1, -D[l]] c true 
for i = 2 to n do 
for j = -Max to Max do 
if Purtition[i - 1, j] then 
Purtition[i,j + D[i]] + true; 
Partition[i, j - D[i]] c true; 
Let m + Min{ ] j] such that Partition[n, j] = true}; 
I c m; 
for i = n downto 2 do 
if Partition[i - 1, I - D[i]] then 
FLZP[i] t false; 
1 t 1 - D[i]; 
else 
FLZP[i] +- true; 
1 +- 1 + D[i]; 
if I = D[l] then 
FLIP[ l] t false; 
else 
FLIP[ l] +- true; 
if m > ) Open( then 
WC E Open(P) CHOICE [x] = 1; 
else 
Assign CHOKE[x] = 1 to [m+‘Oy(P)‘] elements of Open(P) 
and CHOZCE[x] = 2 to the others; 
end 
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It remains to fix the choice of the elements in Open(P). This is done in a natural 
way in the third part of the algorithm. Cl 
Let us now state the announced result. 
Main Theorem. Let P be a two-dimensionalposet given by its modular decomposition 
tree with a realizer of each prime node. Then the general algorithm computes 
l a surface optimal embedding in O(lPl). 
l a square minimal embedding in 0(IP12). 
Proof. All steps but step 3 are in linear time, i.e. O(IPI). By step (3) in proof of 
Proposition 4 is in 0( IPI ) for the surface optimal embedding problem. It remains to 
evaluate the complexity of step 3 for the square minimal embedding problem. This 
consists in evaluating the complexity of Algorithm 3. 
Clearly, the size of the array Partition is the most 4 * IPI, since the sum of the sizes 
of prime nodes is bounded by 2 * [PI. This condition is necessary for PARTITION 
problem not to be NP-Complete. Moreover, the most costly step of the algorithm is 
the initialization of Partition. Thus the result follows. 0 
6. Conclusions 
The k-dimension gives us an upper bound on the size of the Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion. For example, if P is a generalized crown then the smallest k is 2 and 
therefore the size is 21p1/2. Moreover, as remarked by [5] we do not require more 
space to represent the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an order than to represent 
the order itself. 
There are two ways of generalizing the results from this paper. The first idea is to 
consider orders of interval dimension two. The second generalization is probably much 
more difficult and consists in answering to the following question: Let P be a poset 
with dimension t. Is there a polynomial algorithm to compute the smallest integer k 
such that the k-dimension is t? 
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